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Preface

casionally novice evaluators of educational products do not recognize

the full scope of their sobs and may be heard to say "...well, there

much to do because we won't have a product prototype ready for some ti- e.

TI-le brief dialogue that follows atte pts to illustrate that there are a few

hings an evaluator can do before he sees a product--perhaps even too much .



Eve:

PRE-PRODUCT EVALUATION:

WHAT TO DO WHILE WAITENG FOR THE PRODUCT

Al, how are you doing on your new evaluation job? Do you like.

Al: Yeh; it's really fem. The developers I work with are really nice
people and my job is very easy so far. They won't even have a
product to test for the next six months so right now I'm spending
most of my time helping with development. Occasionally I get a
little bored, but all in all it's pretty interesting and I'll start some
evaluation work in a few months.

Eve: That's strange because my first six months here were among my
busiest.

Al: Why, what did you find to do?

Eve: Well, there was a lot of preparation work and then planning to do.
was also providing a lot of information to the developers and also,
of course, actually doing some evaluation studies.

Al: But how could you do any evaluations without a p oduct?

Eve: Oh, there are several things that may need to be evaluated before
you start looking at the actual product.' For example, you often
need to look at the evidence that a strong need exists for the product
that helps to jastify its development. And sometimes you evaluate
the adequacy of the goals being developed for the product. You
might also evaluate the congruence between the goals and needs and
the product as it evolves.

Al: I have been collecting some information for the developers to help
them write a needs statement and did comment on some of their
goal statements that seemed a bit idealistic and vague. But that
didn't take much time.

Eve: In my case I found it important not only to help the developers col-
lect information about their goals and the need for the product, but
also to actaally conduct an evaluation study of both the need claims
being made for the system and the worthwhileness of the goals. In
one case I used a lot of outside consultant help in reviewing the goals
and objectives statements, but both times submitted a formal memo
to the developers and had some meetings to discuss the results.



Al: Didn't the developers feel you were just going over old ground? After
all, the funding agency bought the needs and goals when they doled out
the money.

Eve: Somewhat, but I explained that their work was probably going to be
subjected to this kind of review later and that I felt it was my
responsibility to give them a foretaste of that and help them revise
their work now when it was probably easiest. I want them to turn
out the best possible product, and they may not be able to do that if
they don't develop a product that has defensible goals and meets
some important educatio%al needs. To a large extent, the funding
agency had bought intents, but now I want to help the development
staff take a look at how costly and successful the development effort
is likely to be.

Al: Well, I suppose you could point out that the product would be more
expensive if it required costly media or skilled trainers, but it
sounds as though you are almost being a manager.

Eve: Not really, just providing feedback and helping the developers chart
the progress of their work. Although some evaluators I Imow have
helped evaluate the actual management of the product development
effort.

Al: Why would they bo her to do that?

Eve: Well administrators sometimes want additional information on how
well the work is being managed. An evaluation of management
activities might give some useful information on whether the work
is meeting deadlines, what activities are slowing down progress, and
where the work is really staying on target. For example, you
might list all report and product deadlines and indicate what work is
not on schedule or keep a log of how much time is spent on budgeting
or editing - maybe the crew needs to hire a budget manager or
technical writer.

Al: So you just sort of provide da a to program managers to help keep
things going in the right direction and as efficiently as possible, huh?

Eve: Right. Aside from that kind of evaluation, I spent much of my time
evaluating and providing information to developers, program manage-
ment, and interested persons in the field on product specifications.

Al: You mean you evaluated the description of the product that appeared
in the funding contract? That doesn't seem to make any sense to
me - why waste your time doing that?
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Eve: No, I resdewed and had others review the specifications for the
product as they were created and revised by the developers. This
gave the developers continual feedback for revising and shaping the
product. Eva Baker, in the Second Handbook of Research on
Teaching1 has a good chapter on product development. She talks
about the initial stages of it as involving the specification of thstruc-
tional outcomes, the identification of skills required to get to those
outcomes and then the designing of strategies for teaching the skills.
The product specifications include descriptions of the responses
desired, content specifications, performance standards and group
performance levels wanted, and so on. These specifications help the
developers delimit the attributes of the intended product and promote
efficient instruction while sometimes providing a basis for evaluating
the product later.

Al: Well how did you actually eValuate the specifications?

Eve: They were reviewed with respect to how feasible and realistic they
were in terms of past developmental efforts elsewhere and relevant
evidence in the research literature.

Al: But I didn't think there was much, if any, research that would tell
you how best to develop a product.

Eve: That's true. Many writers discuss what they think development
should look like and, although there's not much research, it's help-
ful to be aware of the approaches they suggest. Sometimes a funding
agency will prefer a particular style of development and even use it
as a criterion in evaluating the product.

Al: Well, how did, you _review the product descrip ions -and development
style?

Eve: I was concerned with whether I, or anyone, would be able to evaluate
the product later on and give the developers good measurement infor-
mation on how close they were coming to meeting their objectives.
Of course, I didn't actually do all of the rLviewing myself,, the
developers and I chose some content experts, potential users, -and
people who had developed similar products in the past, to help us.
I was just responsible for initiating it and seeing that it got done.

A l: I guess I don't know much about how you'd evaluate needs and goals
and product specifications. Besides, the developers I work with
don't use objectives and specifications very much. They have a
much more intuitive, free-wheeling style of development.
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Eve: Yes, but they probably have some mechanism for narrowing their
work down to a specific product outline, and you could provide feed-
back on how closely it matches past promises and future hopes.
They may need to change some of their initial plans, and you could
provide information to help them make the right decisions. Anyway,
Eva Baker's chapter is one place to start looking for ideas, and
there are two extensive works by Sanders and Cunningham2, 3 that
review a whole set of techniques for conducting evaluation work like
this during the formative stages of product development. They talk
about expert reviews, logical analyses, literature reviews, compara-
tive analyses and surveys, 4and questionnaire data. You might also
take a look at Bob Stake 's comprehensive article on objectives and
judgment data. He discusses different kinds of judgment data, how
to collect and use and report them. I think you'll find those papers
useful later on in your evaluation, too - when you've got a product.

Al: I have seen Stake's paper and was trying to use it to help me review
some of the developers' objectiVes, but they seem to have a lot
more objectives than I can find written down anywhere and what is
written just doesn't seem to get at the heart of what they're trying
to do.

Eve: I know. I had the same problem when I first started. Actually, I
found several different ways to get at implicit objectives like having
reviewers infer them from theory papers and so on. Of course
you've got to decide hew important stated objectives are to the actual
development process so you don't spend too much or too little time
on them.

Al: Well, I probably won't be doing much more than I have already.
I'm glad to have it done.

Eve: it may really never actually be done. Mike Scriven 5 says that you
probably should re-evaluate the product goals several times over
the course of the development of the product to assess the project's
chances of achieving them given the stage of their current activities
each time. He suggests re-analyzing the goals to point out discrep-
ancies between the goals of different groups, between the project's
goals and its achievements, between the goals of the project and
the funding agency, and between the goals as spelled out in the
initial proposal and as later operationalized in the project.

Al: That sounds like an awful lot of work.

Eve: One easy way I have found to do it is to make good use of Scriven's
emphasis on critical competitors - you know, the products a user
might buy instead of yours. Even before we had a product, I started

9



looking for critical competitors. By keeping the developers aware of
what potential competitors might be, I was able to help them recog-
nize what others were and were not capable of accomplishing. That
way they could be clear if particular objectives were high-risk ones -
like there being some strong chance they might fail to reach them.
Attending to potential competitors also helped me to revAew and
evaluate their product specifications more easily. I could then evalu-
ate their work with respect to what others were finding was feasible
to produce and saleable on the market, what implementation problems
similar packages were having, and so on. This also kept me better
aware of when new products come on the market and changed our
chances for success or when similar products were being buffeted
by political winds suggesting possible modifications in our own prod-
uct. It took some time, though.

Al: I guess I can see why you were so busy during the first few months.
I haven't been doing much of this kind of work or even thinking about
it. instead, I have started writing evaluation designs for testing the
product. I have reviewed some of the evaluation models in the
Worthen and Sanders book 6 and have decided we need a good decision
oriented design with as much experimental control as we can get.

Eve: That book does have a pretty complete assortment of evaluation
models, but I'd be reluctant to just review it and choose one,
especially at this early stage of the development of your product.

Al: Why.? What's wrong with that?

Eve: Well, the shape of your product, and maybe even the development
effort itself probably is still pretty undefined at this point. Bob
Stake7 has cautioned against getting an early preconceived notion of
success and letting a few objectives or some apparently relevant
instrumentation distract you from the things that most concern the
people involved in the process. He suggests what he calls responsive
evaluation8 which orients you to program activities more than intents,
with considerable attention paid to responding to audience requirements
and representing differing value perspectives relevant to an evaluation
of the product. Or perhaps maybe you should try some goal free
evaluation like Scriven9 suggests where you take a look at possible
product outcomes before knowing much about product goals and
objectives. You might try that for a while before you get too
deeply involved in the project itself. You can't do it later because
you'll be too involved with the developer's intents by that time. This
way, if you do decide to have someone do a goal free evaluation on
your project further down the line, you'Ill probably be better able to
make good use of the work since you wirYli have been through _the
same thing yourself. Besides, you might get some unpredictable



and useful insights now that could really help the developers at a
time when they have the most latitude in their work.

Al: That sounds OK, but I think our funding agent is going to want hard
data and probably objectives-based evaluation with pretty conventional
experimental designs.

Eve: That may well be, but right now you probably have the most leeway
you're going to have and at this early stage you need to retain con-
siderable flexibility and monitor changes of direction both internal
and external to the project. Your assessment of what's needed may
be accurate DOW, but if you get locked in too early, conditions could
change and you'd end up with an inappropriate, or at least unsatis-

ing, design for some people. You should probably consider a goal
free or responsive or transactional approach for an early stage of
evaluation since they allow you to retain considerable flexibility in
your work. If, tn addition, you keep attuned to the changing political
winds, project intents, and contractual obligations, then you can allow
your evaluation work to mature with the changing program and evalua-
tion context. Obviously at some point you may need to begin serious
narrowing and defining of your evaluation work and maybe you shouldn't
wait too long to begin that since it does take some time. Perhaps
you will need an experimental design or objectives-based orientation,
but perhaps not. My point is that it is easier to adopt that from
some of these other orientations, such as goal free, responsive, or
transactional than it is to pull back from an objectives-based design
to a more open, less preordinant procedure.

Al: That sounds like guod advice, but I don't know if It would work for
me. But what's transactional evaluation - I don't think I've ever
heard of it.

Eve: Well, one of the big pluses of goal free evaluation is that it allows
you to get a look at a product without being lsed by knowledge of
what intents developers had in mind in creatiii, it. On the other
hand, responsive evaluation can be employed when you are very
concerned about honoring different value perspectives and being able
to commimicate evaluation activities and results to various divergent
audiences. Communication is probably one of its strong -suits.r
Transactional evaluation is directed not so much to assessing the
instructional impact of the product as to evaluating the organizational
change resulting from innovation. It focuses more on organizational
dysfunctions that can occur as a result of innovation-induced threats
to role stability. Robert Rippey is probably the best known pro-
ponent of transactional evaluation.", 11 You might use some of its
techniques when you are not only concerned about proldding informa-
tion on product improvement, but also need information about imple-
menting your product in the schools and the resistance or problems
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you are likely to have. It helps you to study the dynamics of imple-
menting your product in the schools. Doesn't the product you work
on constitute a substantial intervention in the schools?

Al: Yes, it's going to require the continual involvement of teachers and
administrators, as well as some community groups.

Eve: You might consider trying transactional evaluation techniques then, at
least for a while. You might be able to maintain some of them at
low cost even later on if you do decide to go to an objectives-based
product centered approach. But I suppose you are already spending
a lot of your time in the field.

Al: No, not really. We won't be doing any testing for quite a while yet.

Eve: Well, I hope you don't wait too long like I did.

Why, what do you

Eve: Somet.mes it takes quite a while to set up testing sites and establish
rapport with the schools. Gaining entry into a school system and
establishing a good testLng environment can be an involved process,
and when I first started I knew very little about it.

Al: I really don't know anything about it either; could you give me so e
help?

Eve: Sure, we'll need to spend some time later on talking about it, but
for now you might start by reading some of the work by Clasen,
Miller, and Conry12 who studied attitudes of researchers and
administrators concerning gaining entry into school systems. They
list six different aspects of gaining access to schools which you might
consider. You might also look at a paper by Manohan" who sur-
veyed official policies for data collection and research in large city
school systems all over the U. S. He summarized the usual require-
ments for entry and the problems that frequently concern adminis-
trators.

Al: Good, that should get me started.

Eve: Oh, there is another good paper by Hayman14 that just discusses
some of the basics of establishing good rapport in schools.

Al: I probably have some extra time to work on this
needing to field test for some time.

since we won be

Ev You might consider going out to the schoo s long before that
Have you read the CSE monograph by Wel s Hively?15

12



He talks about getting feedback early from people like teachers and
administrators with reapect to ,their ideas on the feasibility of putting
products in the classrooms, staffing problems, teaching problems,
and so on. You can do this informally during the initial stages of

_ product development and give aome good ieedback to developers on
product specifications. This would augment the other reviews we
have already talked about, while establishing good rapport with the
school people at the same time. Hively points out that lids can help
you later when the school staff can give you good anecdotal informa-
tion on side effects and product impact which you can use as a
partial basis for developing sensitive instrumentation. They can
also give you feedback on bits and pieces of the product as it's
being created - like Lewy16 suggests. So you might get out into
the schools as soon as is practical - it also helps you define the
context of the evaluation.

You've used that ter
ean by it?

conte before hat do you

II, there are at least two different sets of activities that begin to
set what I call the "context of the evaluation" and I think they should
be conducted before, or at least at the same time as, doing pre-
product evaluation studies, setting up field relations, and beginning
to choose evaluation paradigms to follow. The first set of activities
involves beginning to clarify some of the expectations for the evalu-
ation work held by both internal and external groups to the project.
For example, on many projects, evaluators don't spend all their
time evaluating. They are expected to perhaps do some adm s-
trative work or do data analysis for development or dissemination
purposes even though it may haye no actual connection to their
evaluation work. This is understandable - developers don't spend
all their time developing either. But an evaluator may appear to
have a lot of free time on his hands in early development stages
since he has no prr,duct to evaluate, and his time may be drained
way to do tasks extraneous to his work. Without some inider

standing within the project, then, as to how roles are being defined
and played, an evgluator may find himself perhaps being held
accountable for aspects of the development work over which he has
no control or to which he was only providing collegial input. Per-
haps some of the developers are doing a great deal of field rela-
tions work and would resent an evaluator's intrusion hi this area.
Some clarification_of why. the _evaluator needs to be in the field may
be needed. This clarification of expectations at an early stage
an greatly facilitate a smooth development and evaluation effort.
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Outside interesta.such as professional groups, specific clients, or
the funding agency may also have certain expectations about the
nature of the evaluation to be conducted. Sometimes these expecta-
tions are not clearly stated and have to be inferred. 17 Other times
there are specific criteria available that indicate how the evaluation
work is going to be assessed.

You mean like the criteria for meta-eva uation
evaluation?18

in the PDK book on

Yes, if they are particularly relevant in your case, or at least there
are people who thilik they are. It's those kinds of things which help
you determine what criteria are going to be used to evEduate the
nature and quality of your evaluation work. They help you shape
your work to be credible, and, therefore, perhaps mord useful.

Al: What about Scriven's Product Checklist?19

Eve: Yes, that's the kind of thing I mean. It has been used by federa
funding agencies as a general guide for evaluating the adequacy of
product evaluation work - you can see its influence in recent check-
lists. These documents not only help you judge what kinds of evalu-
ation work will have some impact outside the project,_ but can serve
as a plamaing aid, too. Some people have suggested that you might
just keep folders on each of the items Included in the checklists
such as need, side effects, costs, educational significance, effective-
ness, ease of implementation, and so on, and encourage people like
developers, teachers, and field personnel to send you anything that
seems appropriate. Thus when you need a quick statement of all
information to date on a particular item you could pull from your
own work and the file to produce a fast report. It could keep you
flexible mid current.

Al: It also might help you just collect a lot of irrelevant, poor quality
information.

Eve: That's true needs to bd done carefully and with some thought.

: Other than clarifying expectations, how else do you determine your
"evaluation contexl?"

Eve- You can also define the context of your evaluation by addressing
some of the many evaluation decisions you have to make. Decisions
like: How do I determine the characteristics of the target groups of_ _ _ _ _

interest, including their entry and exit characteristics? How can I
begin to document and describe the environment where the instruc-
tional training is to take place? What potential side effect variables



and Lnhibiting or facilitating constraints on the instructions should I
begin to look at? How do I.begin to contact relevant audiences and
learn of their information needs, timelines for information, and most
appropriate reporting mechanisms for them? How do I determine
what criteria are likely to be relevant in judging the worth of the
product, who holds such criteria and how do 1 operationalize and
Measure along their value dimensions? How do I begin identifying
which information will be acceptable to which audiences? As these
questions get more specific, of course, you frequently are back to
the stage of working with developers in looking at the product
specifications and intents. Sometimes you go by logical analysis;
other times you use empirical trial and error. But, as you work
through these questions and decisions, you begin to define the nature,
constraints, and focus of the evaluation, that is, you put it in an
evaluation context. This enables you to go on to develop management
and budget plans, reporting and data-gathering tirnelines,_ and to con-
duct more formal evaluation studies, if appropriate, using specific
models, and so on. Determining the context is probably the hardest
part of the job and it usually needs to be done before the product
gets too far developed, when you have to start tackling sampling,
instrinnentation, and data analysis problems. Also, if you have done
a good job initially, it's easier to detect when the context changes, as
could easily happen if you are involved in a long project.

Al: Boy, I can sure see now how you could keep busy until the product
gets ready to test! In fact, I'm sure now that I don't have enough
time left to do everything that needs to be done before beghliting to
test the product. Thanks, Eve. - I think. I feel swamped now with
work. I almost wish I hadn't stopped by. It was a lot easier just
thinking that all I had to do was wait for the product.

Eve: Probably the first thing you should do now is develop some priori
I don't know of any evaluator who completed all this work before
product came along - most of us are just happy to get a good part
of it under control.

I'd better take a good look at how much time and mo ey I can spend
on some of these tasks and start to work on the most important
ones right away.

Don't forget to talk to your developers, project managers, funding
agent and even users about some of these tasks. Their input cazi be
useful in helping you set your priorities too.

Al: OK, thanks for all the help,

Eve: Any time, stop by again when you get a free minute.

Al: Sure.



Postscript

Thus there appear to be many potentially profitable ways for an

evaluator to spend his ti e even before he begins to directly assess the

quality of an instructional product. Although probably no evaluator ever

has the time and resources to do all the things mentioned above, they may

be worth considering as one begins to evaluate products which are in the

initial stages of development.
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Based Career Education. BY Thomas R. Owens, Joseph F. Haenn and
Harry L. Fehrenbacher, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory.

2.50 per copy (806-5208)

The Use of'Student Case Study Methodolog in Program Evaluation.
By Harry L. Fehrenbacher, Thomas R. Owens and Joseph F. Haenn,
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. $2.50 per copy

(806-5209)

Complete Set of-Titles:. $17.00 (reflects 15- discount

Price
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Office of Marketing and Dissemination
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
710 S.W. Second Avenue
Portland,-Oregon 97204--


